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About This Content

The underground can be an empty and lonesome place for dwarves. In times past it was common for Dwarven clans to have pets
and companions to make the settlements more lively and festive. The pets would keep the Dwarves company and even defend

them in times of need.

It became more uncommon with pets after the great magic war, but finally a lucky break came. The Dwarves discovered a
forgotten dragon lair with preserved dragon eggs, they befriended a pack of wolves, adopted a clan of furry cats and discovered

a group of exotic giant snails from the jungle of Votland.

Now the Dwarves can look after a whole collection of furry and slimy companions. Make sure they have food to eat, beds to
sleep in and toys to play with and your pets will be the best company a Dwarf could ask for.

Pets is a content pack that contains the following items for use in the campaign and custom games:

 Five new companion pets: Drakeling, Wolf, Cat, Giant Snail and the Pet Rock.
 Eight new toys for your pets: Jumping Ring, Balancing Ball, Princess Doll, Chemistry Set, Racing Car, Hamster Wheel,
Yarn Ball and Toy Bone.
 Three different beds
 One new food table
 Two sets of matching fences & gates
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Title: A Game of Dwarves: Pets
Genre: Strategy, Casual
Developer:
Zeal Game Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista / Windows 7
Processor:Dual Core 2.4 GHz processor
Memory:4 GB RAM
Graphics:Shader Model 4.0 compatible card (minimum Nvidia GeForce 8000, AMD Radeon 2000)
DirectX®:10
Hard Drive:3 GB HD space
Sound:DirectX compatible sound card
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
Additional:3 button mouse, keyboard and speakers

English,German
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a game of dwarves pets

A silly little game. Feels like it could be a mobile game. Not super intuitive, but you get to kill and eat console peasants and
"#gamergate victims" 10/10. Get it if it goes on sale for cheap.. great plot and amazing ending.

I strongly recommend that game :). I love this short VR game! Pretty rare mix – nice concept and excellent realization. I hope to
play in a full game soon.. absolute trash . mobile trash like this usually doesn't get my attention but now its on steam, and with
some easy achievements and that's that. terrible camera, controls, concept, sounds, its all bad. everything. awful.

get the easy 100 percentile and uninstall. i would be ashamed to have my names appear in the credits.. The Legend of Bean is a
rather good RPG\/adventure game on the RPGMaker format.
Not quite innovative, especially the storyline, but with a fair gameplay. At no point I felt lost like not knowing where to head
to.
I appreciate that after the main quest is completed you can still travel through the whole game world in order to defeat other
bosses and eventually get a 100% achievements.
I don't care if the grammar isn't perfect, I'm not expecting the same language level as in a book. Dialogues are perfectly
understandable and that's enough for that kind of games.
As far as language is concerned, I only regret that the achievements descriptions are not translated but most of them are
story related and the others can be obtained by beating all the bosses. That's all you need to know. And at worst one can still
use online translations !

Considering the price and the hours of entertainment the game provides, I do recommend it !. HyperGood

Very unique roguelike.. This game is my favorite game of all time ive been playing scince the first one came out on browser
and im glad to see how it has grown and added so much new stuff if you can you must buy this game its so fun!. Honestly?
I wrote it up to be some lame doomclone looking at the screenshots on the storepage. But upon reading the reviews, it sounded
promising.
And holy hell I couldn't have been more wrong about it. I was pleasently surprised to find myself absorbed into the game,
running around trying to figure out which side of the building held what I was after, whether that be a bit of food or a gun.
Learning the black things exploded into fireballs, and that the floating skulls are♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Upon my first two runs I
hopped on over to my friend (whom got me to dabble in Delver and Enter The Gungeon, and to which they noted it looked
like a child of both games) and reccommnded it.
I was crafting badges for 7 Days To Die when I recieved a coupon for it, one of those 75% off ones, and from my experince
every coupon I've gotten was for the strangest, most lackluster games.
But this little gem has so much potential, and hell I wish I bought it for the full price I enjoy it so much.

And to the Dev.
Thank you, I mean it, for following this idea.

(The time would be much higher but due to my hotspot being the lamest thing on earth I've been playing offline). This game
got me into the Warhammer 40,000 universe, so I highly recommend this. It is short but memorable just like Metal Gear
Rising. The gameplay is exciting. The story is interesting, and the characters are memorable. For a game that deviates from
the standard RTS that is WH40k by having this game as a third-person shooter, the developers have done a great job to
introduce the WH40k fandom to potential fans. A word of caution when it comes to multiplayer, there is a huge skill gap --
in terms of item unlocks due to leveling -- between veteran players and newbies so do not get angry when you get obliterated
on your first online game (the fact that there are not a lot of players makes it difficult to earn items, perks, and weapons
that can give you the competitive edge).
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my great gandpa blair was in this war!! :D. It got lots of updates and new game modes. It's a nice little game.. meh its okay I
refunded tho lol. Something you need to know about Fritz is that it hardly belongs in the games category. Think of it less as a
fancy chess game and more of an analysis tool for chess enthusiasts.

Every single bad review you'll see for this program is due, not to some defect or bug, but because this is a bloody complex
application and it's rather hard to intuit what it is you want to do. Reading through the manual, especially if something doesn't
seem to make sense, is highly, *highly* recommended. If you just want to play chess, and nothing else, you'd be better served
by the pack-in games that come with your operating system. The Fritz engine that comes with this software has a low end rating
in the 1400s and is absolutely \/not\/ for beginners!

So what can you use this for? The killer feature for me is the ability to load up PGN-formatted games (I usually annotate them
on my phone) and have the engine go through your game and note where and how you messed up. What you could have done
better, and so on, using plain english.

This is starting to sound like a sales pitch, but in short, I recommend this whole-heartedly if you have more than a passing
interest in chess.. Best of the lot and strangley no achievements. :). It is different than a normal RTS like starcraft or what not,
but it is a very fun game and I enjoy the ability to command my troops by voice command. Also graphics are excellent.. Hi
First i must say, that i was really sad to hear that the Developer of the First Game run out of Money and quit the Servies for the
last Game and so i think that never anything new will see the Light of Day. But now its there. A Brandnew Part and i love it
soooo much. Honesty its a other Typ of Game. The First was Puzzle the second is a Hack`n Slash. Its a small Game, but its full
of Passion and Love of the Developer. So much Things to see and to collect.
I am very happy, this Game is now out.
And i am proud to support this Project with my Money. Thank you ^^. As a lover of Halloween and old 8bit games, this really
captures the charms of both. If I had to compare this to anything it would be castlevania but with more halloweeny. It's dirt
cheap and and fun time. Just know it's short once you know what your doing but the difficulty extends its playablity like most
NES classics, so if you love those you'll love this.
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